Abstract-In order to solve how to enhance the discovery efficiency and coverage, based on DHT (Distributed Hash  Table) and Small World Theory, we put forward a new algorithm of service discovery for mobile application. In traditional DHT discovery algorithm, each node maintains the finger-table that store node information of adjacent node. By using Small-World Theory, we put forward adding a remote node into the finger-table and adding the corresponding remote index. It is different from selecting the remote connection node randomly. We select the remote connection node by calculating local node and it can assure not only the cove range of service discovery but also not increase the length of finger-table, which simplifies the calculation of the finger-table and maintenance work. The simulation proved that the algorithm can reduce the path length of service discovery effectively, improve success rate of service discovery.
I. INTRODUCTION
Service discovery technology for mobile application allows network nodes can effectively find and use these services from other nodes. With the continuous expansion of network size, the network computers are increasing rapidly, also the demand for service and the service can be provided of each node in network. Therefore, how to search available service efficiently from masses of network services for mobile application is the key of service discovery technology. The main work of most of researchers is focused on searching and storing of service resource, which makes the research on service discovery algorithm become popular [1] .
Nowadays, the service discovery algorithms for mobile application mainly are concentrated indexing algorithm, directory server mechanism. This algorithm has single point of failure problem, namely, the directory server will become to the bottleneck of the whole system. Once the central server goes wrong, it will lead to the collapse of the whole system. Unstructured algorithm takes Gnutella as represent which used flooding or class flooding algorithm. Each user message will be broadcasted to give a number of other users linked directly. After these users received message, they broadcast equally the message to give their connected users respectively, and so on, until the request is answered or message TTL (Time to Live) value is reduced to 0. The algorithm is unreliable and having big consumption of network resource, low security, easy to spread a lot of junk files and virus. The typical representative of structure algorithm is DHT (Distributed Hash Table) [2] data structure, and they decide the way of maintenance hash table in network nodes through different algorithms [3] .
In concentrated indexing algorithm, the using mechanism is based on the directory server. This algorithm has a single point of failure problem, namely, directory server will become to the bottleneck of the whole P2P system. Once the directory server has problems, it will lead to the collapse of the entire system. Unstructured algorithm adopts the way of flooding forwarding. The algorithm is unreliable and having big consumption of network resource. With the expansion of network size, positioning the peering point by diffusion and query information method will be result in dramatic increase in network traffic, causing network congestion. Therefore, the network scalability is not good and don't suitable for large networks. In addition, the security is not high and vulnerability to malicious attacks, such as sending spam check information by attackers will lead to network congestion and so on.
The latest research results reflect in structuring network topology by using the fully distributed of distributed hash table (DHT). In order to solve how to enhance the discovery efficiency and coverage, based on DHT (Distributed Hash Table) and Small World Theory [4] [5] , we put forward a new algorithm of service discovery for mobile application. Based on DHT (Distributed Hash Table) , we put forward a new algorithm of service discovery for mobile application.
II. BASIC CHORD ALGORITHM
Basic Chord algorithm is a search algorithm which based on DHT (distributed hash table) [6] [7] [8] . In Chord algorithm, network construction, node adding and resource discovery need to use a hash function for processing nodes and resource information. The hash function can transform the target (node information, resource information) into a fixed length output. Hash function H(x) has the following properties [9] [10] . 1) H(x) can act on an arbitrary length data.
2) H(x) can generate a fixed length output, such as 160 bits.
3) Easy implementation: the calculation of H(x) is relatively easy for any given x, it can be realized whether in hardware or software.
4) Unique-polarity: for any given code h, it is impossible to find x to satisfy H(x)=h. 5) Weak collision resistance: for any given data block, it is impossible to look for y which don't equal to x to make H(y)=H(x) in the calculation.
6) Strong collision resistance: it is not feasible to find any (x, y) to satisfy H(y)=H(x) in the calculation.
Based on the above properties, we can see that Hash function can guarantee the uniqueness of the data. So it can avoid duplication of values and ensure the correctness of query results in Hash node information and resources. After the Hash function acted on the name or description of resources, node's IP address, we denoted separately: IDk=Hash (resource name or description), IDn=Hash (IP).
A. Topological structure of Chord
Chord algorithm is a distributed discovery service protocol which is proposed by Stoica [2] . The thought of resources queries: given a keyword of being found resources, Chord can map the keywords to peers in the network. The peers hold <IDk, Value>pairs. IDk is the hash value of being found resources. Value is the actual storage position of being found resources.
Chord makes hash on every adding Chord network nodes and resource. The hash result is a M-bits binary identifier IDk. To ensure the probability which stands for the equality of the hash value of two nodes or keywords to be little enough to ignore, M must be long enough and generally be 160 bits. Node ID(expressed in IDn) is commonly reached by hashing the node IP address. Keyword ID(expressed in IDk) is reached by hashing the resource name. So the range of IDn is [0, 2m-1]. These IDn that belongs to 0 to 2m-1 is arranged from big to small according to a circle, forming Chord ring. Figure 1 is an Chord ring based on the basic Chord algorithm of m=3. The maximum allowable node number of this ring is 23=8.
The construction process: Firstly, according to the keyword IDn hashing on all the adding nodes in the network, the nodes could arrange from small to big. So it builds a ring of which the address space is 0--23 -1.
The solid point in the ring shows there is a specific corresponding node. In Figure 1 , the nodes adding to the network is 0,1,3 and the keywords of resource is 1,2,4,5. Keyword value of resource IDk is assigned to the ring's specific node which equal to IDk or is the first encountered in clockwise. The node is called successor node of IDk and can be expressed as Successor(K). That is to say, Successor(K) is starting from the node that equal to IDk or less than IDk in the ring of which address space is 0-23 -1 and arranged to the first node encountered after this node in clockwise. As shown in 
B. Shortage of basic Chord algorithm
After building Chord ring according to the above approach, each node that actually adds to the Chord ring need to store their Successor information. Such as Figure  3 , m=6, so the size of this Chord network is 2 6 =64, the actual accession to the network node is 10, are marked separately on the 0, 8, 14. These nodes are held their own successor information, such as node 8 holds the information of its successor 14, node 14 holds the information of its successor 21, and so on. After building Chord ring completely and updating node information, the search process is going ahead along each node and its successor. Algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 2 : According to flow chart, the specific resource discovery process of Chord algorithm which is using language to represent is:
When node n receive a request to query a resource's IDk, firstly checking whether the IDk equal to IDn or belongs to (IDn, successor (n)) on this node, if it belongs to, returning information to the initiate requesting query node, else transmitting the query message to successor (n), repeating this process until they successful search or the query message sent back to the launching query node(failed search).
When node 8 want to find a resource of Hash(resource)=45, firstly check whether 45 belongs to (8,Successor(8))= (8, 14) , if it don't belong to, send query message to Successor(8)=14, node 14 does the same search procedure until it finds 45 belongs to (42,48). It can be ascertained the information of resource 45 stores in node 48 and returns the finding result to node 8, and thus successful finding and end. It can be seen that when the node 8 want to find IDk=45 resource, it adopts step by step approach successor (45) method. In this process, the number of jump equals to the number of node between node 8 and successor (45). In Figure 3 , the number of finding jump is 5 and the efficiency is very low. The above search algorithm is simple search algorithm of basic Chord, the efficiency of this search algorithm is not high. It must jump many times to find the target node, the worst case is n-1 times. The researchers modified the basic Chord algorithm and put forward the classic Chord discovery algorithm which is now widely used. The algorithm's augment a fixed-length finger table using for routing to each participating node in Chord network to reduce jump number. Figure 3 shows the process of node 8 searching IDk=45.
III. THEORY BACKGROUND OF OUR METHOD BASED ON THE BASIC CHORD ALGORITHM
Firstly provide the relevant terms used in our method based on basic Chord algorithm: 1) IDk: hash value of resource information; IDn: hash value of node information (IP, port);
2) <IDk, Value>: IDk is the Hash value of m-bits resource, Value is the actual storage location (IP address) of resource needing to find;
3) successor(IDk): the successor of resource IDk, the first node which IDn is greater than or equal to the keyword; 4) finger Table: pointer table. It is pointer table storing in each node for maintaining m items of node information, the details described in Table 3-1; 5) successor(IDk) (successor node); 6)predecessor(IDk) (predecessor node): refers to the first node of this value's successor in Chord ring by counter-clockwise, used to update the pointer table when the node joins in the network.
In view of the low efficiency problem of the basic Chord algorithm in service discovery process, we put forward our method based on the basic Chord algorithm that each node maintains a fixed-length finger Figure 4 , for m=3, the number of table entry which each node's pointer table must maintain is 3. Have been connected to the network node is 0,1,3. Node 1, the table entry of its pointer table directed respectively to identifier (0+20) mod 23=1, (0+21) mod 23=2, (0+22)mod23=4. Supposed node 3 wanted to find the service of which keyword is 1. Because of 1 belonging to string loop interval [7, 3] , it belongs to n3. Finger [3] . interval, the successor information that the entry of pointer table in which this string loop interval is stores is node 0, so node 3 will ask for 0 to find the successor which keyword is 1. By parity of reasoning, node 0 will find its pointer table and found the successor of 1 is 1 itself, then node 0 will tell node 3 that 1 is looking for. When the node join to the Chord ring, it needs a join algorithm to set the pointer table that each node stores. P2P network has a high degree of dynamic, the nodes are likely to join or quit at any time, in this highly changing network environment, it still need to find each resource accurately. In addition to request the successor of each node is always right in Chord network, also require the Table of other nodes in the network. 3) Tell the successor of node n to node n, send the index information which should be responsible by n to n.
The algorithm flow of the three steps that Chord node n join in the network is shown in Figure 5 : Figure 5 Flow sheet of node joining If a node n wants to join the Chord network, firstly it detected whether it exists guiding node n' by broadcasting. If n' exists, use n' to initialize your own pointer table, at this time it needs to call init_finger_table(n') function, at this point it has achieved the task 1) of the above three tasks. After initialized there own pointer table, call update_others() function to update other node's pointer table, at this point it has achieved task 2) of the above three tasks. At last, contact the successor of n successor(n), give the keyword resources that n should be responsible in successor(n) to n to maintain, at this point it has achieved task 3) of the above three tasks. If n is the first node to join the network, it only needs to set set the Successor information and predecessor of its own pointer table to itself.
The pointer table algorithm of initializing n involved in Figure 5 achieved by function init_finger_table(). In function init_finger_table(), node n first request node n' calling function find_successor() to find the successor which finger [1] maintains and update its predecessor and predecessor of n'. Then repeatedly call function find_successor() to update pointer table from second entry to the last one. The pointer table algorithm of updating the other nodes involved in Figure 5 achieved by function update_other(). When updating the other node's pointer table (such as node p), it only needs to update the nodes which affected by node n joining, namely whether node n become the first I items of node p's pointer table. The basis of judging whether the pointer table of node p replaced by n is: 1)node p is located before node n at least 2 i -1, in other words, node p is the predecessor of node (n-2 i -1); 2)In the pointer table of node p, the first i-item information is behind n. Satisfy these two conditions node p by calling function update_finger_table(n, i) to update first i-item information of its own pointer table.
Through the above three major functions, the lookup process of Chord algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . Figure 7 is the Chord ring of adding pointer table to Figure 3 . After received a request of query resources IDk = 45, Node 8 first queries its own pointer in the table, finds and forwards the checked information to the node 42 which very near the node 45. In the same process, the node 42 looks up in the pointer table, finds target node 45 which belongs to the string pointer with the Succ. Information node 48 in the table ring interval [44, 46) . It can be concluded that <45, Value> stored in the node 48. That shows the check is successfully, then it sends the request to the node 48. The check delay which finds IDk = 45 in the basic Chord network showed In Figure 3 , needs to go through the nodes 14, 21, 32, 42, eventually a total of 5 jump in a 10 nodes network, to find the actual location where stores <45, Value> , proved that the check algorithm performance is low. However, for the same thing, we will get the result just after the node 8, 42, in the Chord with finger table in Figure 7 .
IV. THE NEW ALGORITHM
We will construct small-world in the Chord ring with the remote node link, which are added with the table space of external pointer [3] . It not only improves the effect of the research, the external pointer tables are not added.
A. Analysis of finger table
According to the structure of the finger table in the basic Chord algorithm, the principle of the storage of <IDk, Value> in finger table is based on the formula: successor (( n + 2 k -1) mod 2 m ), so for each node query, the node distance of the sending inquiries request information needs to jump is based on 2i. As the length of the finger table is m, the nodes which maintain the finger table only cover half of the Chord ring. We will pass one or more intermediate nodes to find the target node when it falls on the other half of the finger table.
As the record is successor ((n + 2 k -1) mod 2 m ) in finger table, IDk is increased by 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, which increases smaller in the beginning, usually with the same node of their successors. Figure 8 shows the pointer table maintained by the node 8 in Figure 7 . After the node 8 ascending by 1, 2, 4, all their successors is node 14, which makes a large number of entries waste in the table. The reason of the Producing this pointer table entry redundancy is that: the IDn of the node which is evenly distributed basic in the address space is the result after be calculated of the compatible hash function. As the address space is the binary of m-bit, if there are 2 n nodes in the actual network, then the address space will be divided into 2n paragraphs, so difference of the IDk between every two adjacent nodes is 2 m /2 n = 2 m -n , or about the m -n table entries in front have the same successor. In other words, the repetition rate of the pointer table will be greater than (m -n) / m. In order to avoiding the collision when hash with the nodes or resources, the values of m are usually larger, then the repetition rate (m -n) / m will be relatively large. For example, the pointer table repetition rate of each node of in a Chord ring with m = 32, n = 20 is approximately 0. 625. The Repetition rate will be even greater when small number of nodes in the network actually added. So we can consider removing duplicate information, and add some useful information. The inspiration of selecting useful information comes from the small-world theory.
B. Small-World Theory
In accord with network's topology at present, proposed the application of the Small-World theory in the network is necessary [3] [4] [5] . We usually discuss the network topology mainly has two kinds: Regular and random. In the regular network, the connected number of each node and the other node is basically consistent, the way average length L between nodes in the network is also basically consistent, L~N/(2k), N is the network node number, k is the connection number of each node and other node, L expands along with the network size expansion. While in the random network, the network way average length L is quite small. Some scholar carried out the change to the regular network in the experiment, chose certain nodes that did not to connect in this node from some nodes by probability p carry on the connection, then obtained Small-World network. In fact, in the real life many networks are the Small-World networks, like social personal relation network, worm's neural network, electric power supplied network and so on, and present Internet is also "Small-World" network. After the reconnection by the choice of probability P, the nodes maintains quite high connectivity, like the regular network, but the network average path length L became small, and the random network is similar, namely in the network any node that only needed through the few in number several nodes will be possible to arrive at the goal node.
C. New algorithm for service discovery
In the basic Chord algorithm, the scope which the node pointer table maintains greatly reaches the half Chord ring. The maintained node in the pointer table is regarded as the neighboring node. If we can choose the suitable nodes that do not maintain in the other half Chord link from the pointer table to increase to the pointer table, the Chord network will show the small-world character, thus reduces the searched hop count. The following proof theoretically first after the adding long-distance node, the searched hop count will drop.
Lemma 1 Supposed any node u and the closer two nodes have connection, and has a long-distance connection with the node v, the most short distance is D (u, v) between u and v. The establishment connection probability between u and v is ( ) ( ) This lemma has used the Kleinberg model [5] : for a K dimension network, the node u in proportion to the probability [D (u, v)]-r and node v establish the connection (v is the non-u node; D (u, v) is the distance between u and v; r is a constant). And when only r=k, existing one kind of P2P searching algorithm, it causes the search path length to be equal to log N the multinomial scale. Because the Chord network is onedimensional network, then when the established connection probability between u, v is D (u, v)-1, the search path length expected value is the log N multinomial scale. In the two-dimensional lattice network, the search path length expected value for the Chord network established long-distance connection is ( )
Proof: By known, long-distance connection between node u and v, as ( ) ( ) ( )
The search applied the principle of the greedy algorithm: When each time transmit inquiry news, the choice closest goal node regard the next transmission inquiry news node, like this, each time receive the inquiry news node that leave the goal node to be more and more near. According to the length with the goal node, the distance between the search news node and the goal node divide into certain stages in the search process. The proof is completed. Obviously, the small-world network is constructed through connecting the long-distance link in the Chord network, and it is able to reduce the search hop count and enhance the search efficiency.
Nowadays, the way to construct small-world networks is mainly the mode of selecting remote node connection with probability P [6] . For instance, in Chord network, in order to increase remote nodes, we need to build two pointer tables: neighbor pointer Table 1 . When building the remote pointer table, we need to select the remote node with probability P, that is to say, the node which does not in the neighbor pointer table will selected as remote node of certain node with probability P.
However, if we select the remote with P, we could not be faced with these problems: 1) P=?. As we know, P is a value between 0 and 1, if P=0, the network is a structure network with regular topology, and if P=1, the network is in the state of completely irregular. Then, between the value of 0 and 1, which is the best value of building small-world network.
2) Is P a fixed value? If we solve the problem 1), that is to say, we could find a P value, with this value to select remote node, then we could get a small-world network. But, as is known to all, the character of P2P network is high dynamic, if we add or reduce node frequently, then the optimal value P now may not be the optimal value the next moment.
3) If we could get a formula, as inferred to the
With the node addition or reduction we compute the optimal P, that is to say, P is alternative constantly. And then you can imagine, in this case, the maintenance of pointer tables are complex. The computing mission of nodes may increase a lot. Updating of pointer tables may appears to be more complicated than before.
In the light of the problems as mentioned above, our task decide not to use the basic method of selecting remote node with P. Thus, we analyze the pointer table, and eliminate the redundancy of pointer table. We remain use the formula of pointer table construction approach to add new table item in the tail of tables. In the observation of finger Table, we could find out that the skip span of former item node is little, and this could lead to the existence of redundant section. Thus, the repetition of table items is mostly in the former of finger Table. Considering remove the redundant items in finger Table, and add new items in the rear of it.
After removing the redundant items, we compute and select corresponding items from another area of finger Table which is un-lapped, and add to the rear of basic finger Table. Thus the finger Table could cover the whole  Chord ring, and improve the availability of finger Table. And thus increase the search speed. The selected node from the other half area may posses the feature of smallworld network.
And in order to remove the redundancy of pointer table and build small-world network, when new node n added, Chord should finish a new task, that is to check the redundancy of pointer table and remove it, and then add remote node information. When added, the strategy of selection may follow as below:
1) As duplication information turn up in the former items of pointer table, the first step is combine the pointer table whose subsequence node of former items are same as one item.
2) According to computing method of The flow chart of algorithm is shown in Figure 9 as followed: Figure 9 Flowchart of node's joining in Chord Therefore, the node joins the network, NRFChord network will complete the following five tasks: 1) Initialize the Predecessor of the newly added node n and the Finger Table. 2) Update other nodes of the network's Predecessor and Finger Table. 3) Tell the successor nodes of the node n, sending IDk information which be responsible by the n index sent to n. 4) Remove redundant pointer table entry of the node. 5) Add m-logn remote links to the end of the pointer table.
The first three tasks and the nodes which in the Chord join network have the same way, eliminate redundancy and add the remote link by calling dele_ Redundancy () and add_LF () to complete.
Following the strategy to rebuild the table pointer, the redundant information of the pointer table in Figure 8 will be eliminated, while add the appropriate number of remote node information, through the new algorithm it obtained the pointer of the node 8 of the table which is shown in Figure 10 : Figure 10 Pointer table which node 8 maintains in new algorithm
The Chord ring which has changed and search process is shown in Figure 11 : Node 8 received the query to request IDk = 45, node 8 directly finds Successor (IDk45) = 48 in its finger table, so concluded that the storage information of 45 is stored in the node 48. We designed a special emulator to test and verify the correctness and effectiveness of our algorithm. We compare the difference algorithms [7] [8] [9] [10] . The emulator is designed by VC++. After completed the emulator, we made two main experiments on the three algorithms: ① when fixed the node number and network size became bigger; ②when network size fixed and the number of actual join node changed. Compared and analyzed the actual results with expected results.
When the number of node fixed and network size changed, made three groups test on each algorithm, each group test adopted three different m value to build Chord network. The first group is: n=10, m=4, m=5, m=6;The second group is: n=50, m=7, m=8, m=9;The third group is: n=100, m=10, m=11, m=12. Each time the subsistent nodes hold 5 resources equally.
The experimental results indicated that when the size of Chord ring is small (such as the first group of experiments), Basic Chord algorithm, Chord algorithm improved by other researchers and NRFChord algorithm designed by us in this paper has little difference on searching hop count, as shown in Table 2 . That is because when the size of Chord network is smaller, the redundancy of the pointer table entry is not large and the effect of small-world is not obvious. Table 2 also shows a phenomenon: when the network size increasing, but the scale is not big, the average number of query hops in Chord algorithm and NRFChord algorithm, that is because the network size is not big at present, the number of actual nodes is not more, the pointer table information which increased with the m value increased reduce the number of query jump in Chord. After completing the three groups experiment, we can know by analyzing the experimental data that when the network size is small, the needing hop count of query in Chord algorithm and NRFChord algorithm has small difference, that is because when the number of node is small, the small-world phenomenon is not obvious, the content of pointer table maintained by the two algorithms is much the same. With the network size increasing, small-world phenomenon has appeared gradually, the redundancy of pointer table increased, the advantage of NRFChord algorithm on query hop count has emerged.
We are in the network size fixed: m=11(namely the maximum number of nodes allowed by network is 211), the actual number of nodes join in the network is 50,100,200,400,800, use P2PSim to experiment, observe the increase situation of the three algorithm's average hop count when it searched resource in the network with the different number of node, the result is shown in Figure 12 : Figure 12 Contrast of average query hop count in three algorithms It can be seen from the figure, when network size fixed, the number of nodes is different. The average query hop count of NRFChord algorithm is reduced smaller than basic Chord algorithm and Chord algorithm. Figure 13 shows that with the node number increasing, the amplification of average hop count of resource discovery in three algorithms. As can be seen from Figure 13 , when the network size is fixed, the number of node is different, the average hop count of three algorithms increased with the node number increasing. , but the NRFChord's amplification is the smallest, this thanks to the short-chain effect of smallworld model: because of adding remote node, although the node number increasing made the average hop count increases in NRFChord, the amplification is leveling off.
The simulation experiments show that NRFChord algorithm designed by us in this paper can effectively reduce the average query path length. It can be known by simulation experiments and theory analysis, the main reasons of reducing the query path length are: 1) increase the pointer table, when the node is finding resource, it can query directly in its own machine's finger table, the using time is smaller than query simply in Chord ring without finger table. Through pointer table, it can across directly many nodes to reach the target node or the node closer to target node. 2)We have our finger table, the finger table in Chord algorithm only can cover half of the whole ring, after our, remove the redundancy of finger table, increase the node information that is not cover the other half ring before. In the query, the calculation volume of this node became bigger, but the query time reduced.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we use the pointer table that has deleted the redundancy to add the remote node to the empty pointer table, which made the network have small-world effect. Due to the shortage of basic Chord algorithm and Chord algorithm improved by other researchers, we propose the new algorithm NRFChord based on DHT and Small World Theory. The simulation experiments have proved that during the service discovery of mobile application, the node's needing hop count of the algorithm NRFChord has reduced compared with the former two Chord algorithms, and effectively reduce the average query path length. The new algorithm can enhance the discovery efficiency and coverage. It is useful for service discovery of mobile application.
